HOW TO STUDY THE BIBLE FOR YOURSELF
PART 4
Clinton Stone

Last we considered two Tools for proper bible study:
• Context - Helps us to grasp how the original audience understood the text
o Literary Context
o Historical Context
o Biblical Context
•

Melodic Line - Relates the text to the overall theme or message of the book

So we are seeing a pattern here from the Zoomed Out… to the Zoomed In…
•
•
•
•
•

Historical Context - The Birds-Eye View of where we are in History
Biblical Context - The Wide-Angle View of where we are in the Bible Storyline
Literary Context - The Standard View of where we are in the Bible
Melodic Line - The Filtered View of what the purpose / theme of the passage is
Structure - The X-Ray View to find the main emphasis of the passage

Principle: Every text has a structure. This structure will reveal an emphasis.
The emphasis must shape our understanding and later application
of the passage.

Explanation: We must understand how the author has organized the text and
let his organizing principle dictate the shape and emphasis of the passage.
We can think of this as the Skeleton of the Text. We must get the bones straight
in order for the body of the passage to be healthy.
Once we have found the structure, we must let the structure determine the
emphasis of the passage. This is the only way to give true spiritual life to the
passage, because we are being true to God's intended message of the text.
We thus need to look at the text with X-Ray eyes to see the structure.
In "How to Read a Book" - Mortimer Adler observes:
Every book has a skeleton between its covers. Your job as an analytical reader is to find it. A
book comes to you with flesh on its bones and clothes over its flesh. It's all dressed up… you
must read the book with x-ray eyes, for it is an essential part of our apprehension of any book
to grasp its structure.
Because God is the divine author of the bible, by studying the structure we are able to get to God's
intended purpose and emphasis in the passage. Studying the structure produces the following fruits:
1. Clarity - This is what the passage says
2. Confidence - This is what the passage means
3. Faithfulness - This is what God is saying
Diagnostic Question: How has the Author organized the Text?
Strategies:
• Use reading strategies that work well anywhere you are in the bible
o Use a word-for-word translation as opposed to a thought-for-thought translation
o Read, re-read and read it out loud
o Look for repeated Words, phrases, and ideas
•

Use more specific strategies for different types of literature
o The bible is divided mostly into three text types
▪ Discourse, Narrative, Poetry

Before we look at some examples of Structure in difference genre’s of biblical texts, lets take a
detour to spend some time considering the issue of Bible Translations

o

Discourse - is Spoken Material
▪ It is logical and linear
▪ Epistles, OT History, Speeches in OT, Sermons in the Gospels and Acts
▪ Look for:
• Repeated Words
• Key Words
• Transitional Words
• Flow of Argument
• Questions
• Verbs (Especially Imperatives)

o

Example:

o

Example:

o

Narrative - is a Story
▪ Stories usually have Scenes, plots, and characters which reveal the structure
▪ Look for:
• Change in scenes
• Developing Plot lines
• Setting
• Conflict
• Climax
• Resolution
• New Setting
• Characters
• What details are given and left out
• When are they introduced
• What interaction takes place

o

Poetry - Is Language of the Heart
▪ Poetry is often very colourful, descriptive, emotive
▪ Look for:
• Comparison and contrasts
• Imagery
• Changes is speaker
• Parallelism

Examples:
•

Discourse

2 Tim 1:6-12
Romans 6:1-12

Narrative

Book of Jonah / Book of 1 Samuel

Poetry

Psalm 1, Psalm 8

